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SATs test are finally over for year 6 pupils and they have been
celebrating all their hard work this week! We tracked down
some hard working year 6s to asked them about their
experiences. Here’s what they said:

I think they went
really well and I
enjoyed them a lot.
Some were easier
than other. It wasn’t
as hard as I thought.
Coby
Questions:
• How do you think the year 6 children feel now?
• How do you think they felt before the SATs?

I was nervous about them. On
the first test it was really hard
but I think I was nervous. After
the first test I found it easy and
even had time to go over all of
my answers.
Gurinder

Happening in Courthouse Green.

Some of the year 6 children were even interviewed by a local radio station and asked about
their experiences of SATs. The radio station wanted to ask the children what they thought
about some of the claims that SATs tests are too much pressure for children so young. Some
people have said that SATs should be stopped, however the government says it is an
important way to see how well children are doing in their studies. Either way we are proud
to have been on the RADIO: here are some of the comments.

I found the tests easier than I thought they would
be. I think they were made out to be harder than
they were. The teachers supported us really well.
Russell Lambat
I found it (SATs) hard because there
was loads of pressure on all of us but I
persevered and we all did our best!
Jack Blenkinsopp

Questions:
• How might growth mind-set have helped the year 6s?
• Why do you think the children were so positive about the SATs?
• How did Courthouse teachers help the children feel confident in the SATs?
• Do you think SATs are too much pressure?
• Do you think that the younger children should be doing SATs? Is it more pressure for them?
• Why do governments want them?

